Pillow or Quilt or Comforters, etc… Compression Sealer

Model # SS-62430 and SS-63036 VS,VD,HS,HD

NOTE: (Shows Vertical Single Cylinder Model VS)

NEDCO Standard Pillow or Quilt or Comforters Compress Sealers Models

#SS-62430-VS Vertical Single Cylinder or #SS-62430-HS Horizontal Single Cylinder
#SS-62430-VD Vertical Double Cylinder or #SS-62430-HD Horizontal Double Cylinder
#SS-63036-VS Vertical Single Cylinder or #SS-63036-HS Horizontal Single Cylinder
#SS-63036-VD Vertical Double Cylinder or #SS-63036-HD Horizontal Double Cylinder

- Compress your product (Pillows, Comforters or Quilts) to handle your Heavy-Duty Poly Bags Sealing products.
- Handles a large variety of product widths, thickness and lengths.
- Cycle time as low as 5 seconds per product.
- Operator friendly, all controls centrally located. Easily adjust temperature and dwell time.
- Product change over is seconds not minutes.
- LPDE Poly Bags Thermal – 3/16” Seal Impulse Double Seal Wires combined with steady heat insures a strong seal in the quickest time for much different mill thickness.
- Requires 110 volt A.C and 100 P.S.I. Clean Dry Compressed Air @ 5 C.F.M.

(3) Options – 1-Electric Photo Eye Start Product Sensing or use the (2) Pedal Sealer Start Switch or (3) Double Safety Button Start Design.

Large stainless steel product guide plates: Eliminates operator fatigue and positions seal to exacting location. The Model 3036 is the Product Bed 30” Width and 36” Length in inches. NEDCO can make other Widths or Length is needed. NEDCO has made 63042-HD and 63646-HD Model in the past.

Big Bore, Heavy Duty Single Compression Cylinder - VS: This is NEDCO model SS-63036-VS Vertical Single Cylinder Design.

NEDCO manufactures a smaller Bagger Sealer - Max-UBII 618,620,624,630 Bagger and Seal units too!

Option:

Add the NEDCO 5-L 2430 (Belt Width and Outside Dimensions) Incline Conveyor and Double your production.

Lockable casters: Easy transfer from one workstation to the next.

e-mail: support@nedcofold.com or call #770-484-9969 Send Samples!